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The Use of
Century Hairstyling, Techniques, and Products
for Theatrical Production
Shelby Hazel

History

Process & Products

v Romantic Period (1750-1840): Named
after the movement in the arts &
literature that stressed expression of
emotions, the Romantic Period valued
imagination & returned to the historic
past for inspiration
v Upper class women rarely wore their hair
down in public during this era, because
women’s hair was considered her most
valuable asset (Rothstein, 2018).
v In 1830 readers of Godey’s Lady’s Book were
recommended “to wash the hair daily with
warm soft water to which, occasionally a
portion of soap will be a very proper addition”
Other writers, however, strongly disapproved
of wetting the hair, maintaining that many
evil consequences were likely to follow.
v This style called à la Chinoise (ah la shenwahs’) of about 1829 was created by pulling
back and side hair into a knot at the top of the
head, while hair at forehead and temples was
arranged in curls (Tortora & Eubank, 334).
v Wore during the evening and included
elaborate loops or plaits of false hair were
added (Tortora & Eubank, 334).
v Hair ornaments included jewels, tortoise shell
combs, ribbons, flowers, and feathers (Tortora
& Eubank, 334).

Conclusions
Can any of these techniques or
products be used on a wig for a
theatrical performance?
v Some of these products have substitutions
that are not as labor intensive to make.
v We would use a styling cream or modern
pomade instead of applying the animal fat
pomade to a wig for an actor to use.

I soaked the lamb tallow in
water for 14 days

After adding in the pig lard, I
melted them down to a liquid

v This wig would need a lot of support on
the head to prevent it from falling.
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Using an electric mixer to
speed the cooling process

Applied
pomade to the
hair
2. I wrapped the
hair into tight
curls and
folded them
into a
triangular
piece of tissue
paper
3. The iron
papillote iron
(or pinching
iron) was
heated using a
hot plate for
around 1-2
minutes
4. Each curl was
held for 15-20
seconds
5. Let them cool
overnight and
Fig. 226 took the
Women's Headdress and
papers out the
Hairstyles in England from
next day
AD 600 to the Present Day.

Reference Images

Fashion Plate, 'Paris, Ball Dress' for 'Ladies'
Pocket Magazine'

Soft Hair Pomade

Results

1.

Added lemon & clove essential
oils and then poured mixture
into these jars to set

Papillote Curls
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